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THE

TYPES OF
TECHNOLOGY
POSITIONING

A Captivating Message Starts
with Great Positioning

Success depends on many factors, all of them based on human perceptions and emotions. We ask a lot of questions,
then we help you find answers that are satisfying, filling and tasty. We’ve done this for a lot of companies in this industry, like
the ones listed below. We’ve devised new positioning, revamped menus, improved experiences and developed ad campaigns
that made customers salivate. When it comes to your brand and your communications, we’re ready to serve you.
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As we work with technology clients, it’s apparent whose messaging
resonates and whose doesn’t. Technology is an insular world, and it
forgets that the rest of the world can’t relate to their mindset, and
they, in turn, struggle to understand what motivates their market.
That’s why we look at positioning as having 3 distinct levels Functional, Beneficial, and Fundamental. Understanding the levels
will help guide you to create an effective message.
Functional Positioning
Would you try a restaurant with a big sign in front saying just,
“Food”? Technology companies often do the same thing with their
communications, using big headlines that do little more than state
the type of software they make: Cloud Budgeting and Forecasting;
Next Generation Talent Management; Expense Management Done
Right. This is functional positioning – using the description of your
category as your message. The problem is that there are often many
companies in the same category. As a result, Functional Positioning
commoditizes your offering - when you say you are the same as the
competitors, your prospects will immediately begin looking for the
lowest-priced option. Why should they pay more? More important
than the type of software you sell is what it does for the person
purchasing it. How it affects their life, job, success, profits, health,
and happiness is all that matters.
Beneficial Positioning
Here companies move from talking about themselves and their
product to talking about what it does for customers.This type of
positioning is a slight improvement over Functional, but is so basic
and uninspiring that the best reaction it elicits is a big yawn. The
kinds of benefits you frequently hear about in this type of positioning
are reduced costs, better insights, and faster time-to-market. And
while these are all relevant, they are so commonly used they are
essentially ignored by the audience. We cringe when we hear
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companies tout greater efficiency as a major benefit of their software.
Have you ever known anyone to purchase software to become less
efficient? Security software secures data better. CRM software gives
you more customer insight. Finance software speeds processes.
Really? These kinds of benefits are table stakes, and apply to almost
any other software. They are forgettable and simply won’t move
the needle.
Fundamental Positioning
This approach ladders up to more universal, human values. The
positioning allows companies to think much bigger than their product,
to a larger benefit that inspires excitement, curiosity and response.
One security software client, freed of its category blinders, reimagined
themselves as a way to unleash the power of the global, mobile
workforce. It enabled people to work how, where and when they
want, without concerns for security. It’s a much bigger promise
than being the best Secure Email Gateway. It’s also a promise that
resonated internally. Employees weren’t stopping malware. They were
empowering and enabling others to do their best work, anywhere
in the world. That made it a little more exciting to get up in the
morning and get to work. That goes a long way to improving
productivity and elevates everyone’s role. Fundamental Positioning
based on shared human values increases the emotional impact of
all communications, makes them more memorable, focuses internal
initiatives, and most importantly, closes more deals.
So don’t settle for Functional or Beneficial when you can go with
Fundamental Positioning. Your entire company will thank you.
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